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ABSTRACT Delivering real-time road-traffic information to the driver is a straightforward solution to the
problem of road-traffic congestion. The information is more effective as it is fresh and more accurate.
However, real-time road-traffic information delivery has a fundamental problem: an accuracy-freshness
tradeoff. Unfortunately, real-time road-traffic information delivery has difficulty satisfying both require-
ments. To guarantee the freshness, the information needs to be delivered on the basis of the data received by
a cloud or edge server before a predetermined deadline. However, only a limited amount of data is received
due to bandwidth limitation and processing overhead in communication networks, which results in the poor
accuracy of the delivered information. The only way to improve the accuracy is to make the deadline less
strict, which results in deteriorating the freshness of information. The proposed system solves this tradeoff.
The key idea is that data more ‘‘important’’ for the accuracy of information aremore prioritized when the data
are transferred in communication networks. In the proposed system, ‘‘importance’’ is determined by how
helpful the data are when the system needs to estimate missing spatial information from a limited amount
of received data by using the machine learning technique. In this paper, simulation results verify that the
proposed system ensures the accuracy of road-traffic information while satisfying the freshness requirement.

INDEX TERMS Internet of Things, road-traffic information, real-time information delivery, priority control,
active learning, edge computing.

I. INTRODUCTION
Road traffic congestion is still a serious problem in many
countries, creating huge adverse economic and environmental
impacts. According to a report by the Centre for Economics
and Business Research [1], the total economy-wide costs
across four advanced countries (UK, France, Germany, and
USA) are forecast to rise from US$200.7 billion in 2013 to
US$293.1 billion by 2030. The report also suggests that the
four economies will incur a cumulative social cost related
to CO2 emissions of around US$13 billion between 2013
and 2030.

Delivering fine-grained information on road traffic con-
ditions to vehicles is a straightforward solution to the con-
gestion problem [2]. Such information would help drivers,
which could be robots [3] as well as humans in the near
future, optimize their route in terms of traveling time and fuel
consumption. Especially, realtime information is more useful
than past information because it supports more suitable route
choices.

Realtime road-traffic information delivering can be con-
sidered as a promising application in the context of Internet
of Things (IoT) [4]. Fig. 1 illustrates a typical system and
the components in an application that delivers information
created from IoT data. First, data collection is done by
IoT devices, which could be smartphones, wearable devices,
smart meters, and so on. In the road-traffic scenario, probe
vehicles or road-side cameras work for collecting data as
IoT devices. Then, to upload IoT data to the cloud or edge
server, IoT devices transfer it through communication net-
works. Finally, to produce information useful for people,
the edge or cloud server aggregate IoT data and perform
computational processing, which could include conversion of
data format and estimation of missing data.

However, realtime road-traffic information delivery has a
fundamental problem: an accuracy-freshness tradeoff. The
accuracy of road-traffic information is an index that indicates
the accuracy of the spatial information about road traffic
delivered to drivers. The freshness of road-traffic information
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FIGURE 1. Typical system for IoT information delivery.

means how soon drivers can obtain road-traffic information:
the more recently the information is updated, the more useful
it should be for drivers. Unfortunately, realtime road-traffic
information delivery has difficulty satisfying both require-
ments. To guarantee the freshness, the information needs to be
delivered on the basis of the data received by a cloud or edge
server before a predetermined deadline. However, only a
limited amount of data is received due to bandwidth limitation
and processing overhead in communication networks, which
results in the poor accuracy of the delivered information. The
only way to improve the accuracy is to make the deadline
less strict, which results in deteriorating the freshness of
information.

However, no previous work has focused on this problem.
The previous works that work on road-traffic information
delivery can be categorized into the following two. The one
focused on how to reduce latency for realtime delivery with-
out discussing how to improve the accuracy of information.
These conventional efforts have mainly work on data screen-
ing, routing, and resource assignment [5]–[7]. The other one
is about prediction and estimation of road-traffic information
using machine learning [8]–[10]. Their objective is how to
improve the accuracy; latency in communication networks
have not been considered in those works.

Therefore, this paper proposes a data transfer control
method that solves the accuracy-freshness tradeoff in realtime
road-traffic information delivery. The key idea in the pro-
posed system is that data more ‘important’ for the accuracy
of information is prioritized when the data is transferred
in communication networks. ‘Importance’ is determined by
how helpful the data is when the system needs to estimate
missing spatial information from a limited amount of received
data by using the machine learning technique [11]. The
recent developments of software-defined-networking (SDN)
technology [12] and active-learning technology [11] have
enabled us to realize our key idea. By using the proposed
system, since data more important for accurate information is
transferred with higher priority, the freshness of information

is guaranteed while the accuracy of information is ensured
even with the bandwidth limitation and processing overhead
in communication networks. In this paper, we present the
problem formulation of our system and show the results of a
performance evaluation using a real dataset to verify that the
proposed method the ensures accuracy of information while
satisfying freshness requirement.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II
introduces the technical background of our study. Section III
presents the problem formulation of this study and the
proposed priority control method. Section IV provides the
performance evaluation of the proposed method through a
simulation. Finally, we conclude this paper in Section V.

II. BACKGROUND TECHNOLOGIES
In this section, we briefly introduce basic ideas of the SDN
and active learning. Several studies related to delivering the
road-traffic information are also mentioned.

A. SDN
SDN has several good features are useful to collect, trans-
fer, and aggregate big data: the separation of the control
and data planes, logically centralized control, global view
of the network, and ability to program the network [13].
For example, Tortonesi et al. proposed SPF (Sieve, Process,
and Forward) [14] to address the explosion of IoT data by
dynamic data filtering that is based on Value of Information.
SDN is used to filter information.

There have been some recent research efforts in using
SDN to deliver road-traffic information. For example,
Jiao et al. proposed a predictive data collection algorithm
called Preco [5] that collects road-traffic datawith low latency
in access networks. In Preco, routing and scheduling deci-
sions are made in a centralized manner in accordance with
realtime network status, e.g. realtime vehicle position, speed,
and the road on which a vehicle runs. To realize this, SDN
is utilized. He et al. minimized the communication cost
while the requirements of application can still be satisfied by
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utilizing SDN as a unified resource manager [6]. Origi-
nally, SDN was designed for and deployed in wired net-
work environments. However, as in the above examples,
SDN has also been applied to wireless sensor networks in
some research. Especially, many studies have applied SDN
to vehicular ad hoc networks (VANET) [7], [15], [16].

The systemwe propose also utilize SDN to control the data
transfer on the basis of the data importance.

B. ACTIVE LEARNING
Active learning is a subfield of machine learning. The
supervised training system needs many labeled instances,
e.g., speech recognition, classification, and filtering. The pur-
pose of active learning is to achieve high accuracywhile using
as few labeled instances as possible, thereby minimizing the
cost of obtaining labeled data [11]. It is not necessary to
obtain labeled instances in the application for delivering road-
traffic information. Conversely, it is necessary to aggregate
the data by spending the communication cost. The proposed
method obtains the requested accuracy of the information
from as little data as possible on the basis of the idea of
active learning. Matrix completion (MC) is used to estimate
road-traffic information and is particularly studied in rela-
tion to active learning among machine learning technolo-
gies [8], [9], [17]. MC estimates the missing value of matrix.
Conventionally, active learning methods that treat the matrix
form like MC have been studied for collaborative filtering for
recommendation systems [18]–[21]. However, active learn-
ing methods that are not limited to recommendation systems
and the naive model of MC have also been studied. They are
called active matrix completion (AMC) [22]–[24].

III. PROPOSED DATA TRANSFER CONTROL SYSTEM
A. SYSTEM OVERVIEW
Fig. 2 overviews the proposed system. The service scenario
we assume in this paper is that the system provides real-
time road-traffic information delivery for human or robotic
drivers. As shown in Fig. 2, probe vehicles, which are moving
around regional areas, collect images by on-board cameras
and upload them to the edge server via access and regional
networks. The edge server extracts spatial information about
road traffic from images received from probe vehicles. When
some information is missing, as described in Fig. 2, the edge
server estimates it from obtained information by using the
machine-learning technology. Then, road-traffic information
is provided periodically on a realtime basis.

B. DETAILED SYSTEM MODEL
Fig. 3 depicts the model of the proposed system we assume
in this paper. The proposed system consists of probe vehicles,
SDN routers, and an edge server, which are interconnected by
communication networks. Each component in the proposed
system is described in detail as follows.

1) PROBE VEHICLES
Probe vehicles work like moving sensors to collect images
using their on-board cameras. This type of sensing is called

FIGURE 2. System model of proposed system.

mobile crowd sensing (MCS) [8], [9]. MCS is known as a
smart way compared with the conventional way like using
roadside cameras in terms of cost, coverage, and accuracy.
Probe vehicles upload image data formatted as in Fig. 4(a),
which includes image itself, time, and coordinate, to the edge
server at every unit-time. Each probe vehicle is connected to
a base station close to it in the access network and can send
its data through a wireless channel. However, to simplify the
discussion in our study, the wireless channel in the access
network is idealized: unlimited bandwidth and no transmis-
sion loss. Furthermore in this paper, we assume that probe
vehicles themselves are not controllable in the proposed sys-
tem because they should be basically independent of network
operation.

2) SDN ROUTERS
SDN routers, which are placed to physically interconnect
between the access network and the edge server in the
regional network as in Fig. 3, transfer images collected by
probe vehicles to the edge server. SDN routers are the main
controllable entities based on the policy of the proposed
system, which will be described in detail in Section III-D.
SDN routers are controlled by the SDN controller contained
in the edge server, which is operated by a network operator.

3) EDGE SERVER
We consider edge computing as computational resource for
processing the aggregated data. In general, since edge servers
are placed in a regional network, which is closer to the
network edge rather than core, it provides lower latency and
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FIGURE 3. Block diagram of proposed system.

enables us to ensure realtime application more easily than
cloud servers [25]. The edge server receives images uploaded
by probe vehicles and extracts raw data shown in Fig. 4(b)
from them. The automatic license plate recognition technol-
ogy would be helpful in such data extraction [26] though the
detail should be omitted in this paper. Then, the extracted data
is formatted as shown in Fig. 4(c) and stored.

Fig. 4(d) shows the format of information delivered peri-
odically on a realtime basis. The row and column in this
information mean areas and time slots, while the entry of a
specific set of a row and a column indicates the number of
vehicles observed in the specific area during the specific time
slot. As you can easily imagine, the information in Fig. 4(d)
can be created by aggregating data shown in Fig. 4(c). How-
ever, when the edge server can not receive data for all the
entries before the deadline for realtime delivery, it needs to
estimatemissing entries by using amachine-learningmethod.
Fig. 4(e) shows the information in which missing entries have
been completed after estimation. We assume edge servers are
equipped with sufficient computational resources; computa-
tional overhead at edge servers is not considered and is out of
the scope of this paper.

C. PROBLEM FORMULATION
As we mentioned in Section I, the technical challenge we
tackle through this paper and our system solves is the tradeoff
between accuracy and freshness of information in road-traffic
information delivery. That is, as the bandwidth is limited
more strictly or the processing overhead is larger in the
regional network in Fig. 3, it takes longer to transfer image
data from probe vehicles to the edge server. This section
presents a mathematical formula of the above problem.

Here, we suppose that the period of delivering road-traffic
information is T and the throughput of the regional network is
given as the number of images the regional network can trans-
fer during T , θ (T ), which is determined by bandwidth and
processing capacities of the regional network. To guarantee
realtime delivery of road-traffic information, the following
requirement must be satisfied:

|D(T )| ≤ θ (T ) (1)

whereD(T ) denotes a set of images that probe vehicles collect
during T and |D(T )| denotes the number of elements ofD(T ).
If (1) is not satisfied, the system overflows and cannot deliver
the information in real time. θ (T ) is a time-dependent variable
that could be changed by background traffic and network
failure. As θ (T ) becomes smaller, only amore limited number
of images can be transferred from probe vehicles to the edge
server during T , which results in deteriorating the accuracy
of spatial information of road traffic.

Our proposed system solves the above tradeoff. The
approach of the proposed system is to prioritize more ‘impor-
tant’ data by the SDN technology when it is transferred
in the regional network. The ‘importance’ of each image
here is assessed on the basis of how much it contributes to
improving the accuracy of road-traffic information when the
system estimates missing information by a machine-learning
method. The mathematical formulation is given below:

min
Na∑
L=1

Error(Dused (Tc),L) (2)

s.t. Dused (Tc) =
Tc⋃

T=Tc−Nu

Na⋃
L=1

Daggregated (T ,L) (3)

Daggregated (T ,L) ⊆ D(T ,L)

(L = {1, · · · ,Na}, T ≤ Tc)
Na∑
L=1

|Daggregated (T ,L)| ≤ θ (T ) (4)

where Dused (Tc) in (2) denotes the set of images used at
time Tc to estimate missing information by a machine-
learning method. Formula (3) means Dused (Tc) is the set of
images aggregated over locations 1 to Na during the period
from Tc−Nu to Tc.Daggregated (T ,L) denotes the set of images
collected at location L during period T . Formula (4), which
comes from (1), shows the constraint for guaranteeing the
realtime delivery in the system. As presented in (2), the objec-
tive of the proposed system is to maximize the accuracy of
road-traffic information by minimizing the estimation error
while satisfying the requirement of realtime delivery given
by (4).
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FIGURE 4. Data and information formats. (a) Image data. (b) Raw data.
(c) Original data. (d) Traffic information with missing values, Tc means the
timeslot of current time. Na and Nu denotes the numbers of areas and
time slots, which correspond rows and columns of the matrix,
respectively. (e) Traffic information after estimation for delivering.

D. PROPOSED CONTROL METHOD
In the proposed system, the network operator operates com-
munication networks that interconnect between probe vehi-
cles and the edge server so that more ‘important’ data is
transferred with higher priority. As mentioned in the previous
section, the ‘importance’ of data is determined on the basis of

how much the data contributes to the accuracy in estimating
road-traffic information when there is missing information.
The proposed control method consists of the following steps.

1) Each image data is associated with one of the areas
based on the position where the image was captured
by a probe vehicle.

2) The contribution to the estimation of data in the asso-
ciated area is referred.

3) The priority is applied to the data based on the contri-
bution of the associated area.

Thus, the prioritization in the proposed method is performed
on an area-by-area basis. Active learning and SDN are key
technologies in our system. The former enables us to evaluate
which piece of data contributes more to machine-learning
based estimation. The latter is a communication network
technology that enables the network operator to control
routers flexibly and dynamically in accordance with their
policy.

As depicted in Fig. 3, an SDN router in the proposed
method consists of a receiver, a forwarder, a priority queue,
and a priority table. The receiver in an SDN router receives
images and inputs them to the priority queue on the basis of
the predetermined priority obtained from the priority table,
which is produced by the SDN controller at the edge server
using the active learning method mentioned above. The for-
warder forwards images from the priority queue to the next
router, which should be closer to the edge server.

FIGURE 5. Queueing methods with proposed method. (a) PQ. (b) CBWFQ.

The following paragraphs describe how we can actu-
ally implement the proposed method using SDN routers.
There are two simple but commonly used queuing methods:
priority queuing (PQ) and class-based weight fair queuing
(CBWFQ) [27].

1) PQ
Fig. 5(a) illustrates how the proposed method works in
the case of PQ. As illustrated in Fig. 5(a), the receiver stores
the received data from the previous router and enqueues it to
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the queue. The receiver attaches a priority label to each piece
of data. Since, in road-traffic information delivery, each data
is associated with a location. Therefore, priorities of data can
be represented as:

pL = {1, 2, 3, . . . ,Na} (5)

pi 6= pj (1 ≤ i < j ≤ Na) (6)

where 1 means the highest priority and Na means the lowest
priority. The priority pL is updated by the SDN controller
periodically. Then, the receiver forwards data to the queue
after attaching the priority label pL to the data. In accordance
with pL , Q determines to which queue the forwarded data is
assigned. The number of queues Nq and the function Q are
predetermined before the operation. Finally, the forwarder
forwards the data from the queue with the highest priority
among the queues that are not empty.

2) CBWFQ
Fig. 5(b) illustrates how the proposed method works in the
case of CBWFQ. Basically, the receiver in CBWFQ behaves
in the same manner as that in PQ. However, the difference of
CBWFQ from PQ is that opportunities to dequeue from each
queue are assigned in accordance with predetermined rates Sq
though the queue with the higher priority always obtains the
opportunity in PQ.

IV. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
A. EVALUATION SCENARIO
A simulation study was performed to evaluate the effec-
tiveness of the proposed method described in the previous
section, which makes it possible to solve the accuracy-
freshness tradeoff in realtime road-traffic information
delivery. In our simulation, the system periodically delivers
road-traffic information with period1d . Therefore, the num-
ber of delivering opportunities Nd is equal to Ps/1d , where
Ps is the total simulation time. As shown in Fig. 4(d), the form
of road- traffic information in our simulation is the number of
vehicles observed within each area at each time slot (15 min
in our simulation). The information at each time slot is
aggregated from tc−1d to delivering time tc. In this section,
the time duration from tc−1d to tc is represented as Tc, which
is the time slot at the current time tc.

The parameters used in our simulation are listed in Table 1.
We built a simulator specified for this study by using C++.
In our simulation, we produced realistic vehicles movements
using the epfl/mobility dataset, which is available from the
CRAWDAD repository [28]. The dataset contains GPS coor-
dinates and the time of each measurement of 536 taxis,
which were collected for about 30 days in San Francisco,
California. US. Some pre-processing was necessary: linear
interpolation was performed to shape the interval of the raw
data into uniformly 1 minute. Moreover, since 536 taxis
seemed a little small as road traffic, we overlay the 2nd- and
3rd-week data to the 1st-week data and produce new 1 week
data with 1608 taxis. Fig. 6 shows the geographical range of

TABLE 1. Simulation parametars.

FIGURE 6. Ranges of each area in simulation.

our simulation. We divided it equally and defined each of
divided ones as an area.

B. SIMULATION MODEL
The simulation model in our simulation basically follows
the block diagram given in Fig. 3, which consists of probe
vehicles, SDN routers, and the Edge server with the SDN
controller. Each of the entities is operated on the basis of dif-
ferent time scale and rule. The edge server receives observed
data from probe vehicles via the SDN routers during a period
1d and produces road-traffic information periodically with
1d as mentioned above. It also performs machine-learning
based estimation to estimate missing information, which is
not received from probe vehicles by the limited throughput of
the communication network. At the same timing, the priority
table at SDN routers is updated. SDN routers are operated by
the event-driven basis; when any of queues in a SDN router
is not empty, it is operated to forward data to the next router.
Each probe vehicle uploads its observed data to the edge
server at every minute via the connected SDN router, which
varies in accordance with its location.

1) EDGE SERVER
The form of the road-traffic information delivered by the edge
server,M∗, is amatrix where the number of rows and columns
are equal to the numbers of time slots Nu and areas Na.
Nu denotes the number of past time slots used for estimation.
Therefore, the entry of each row and each column of M∗
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corresponds to the number of vehicles observed within an
area at a time slot. M∗ at the Tc-th delivery is represented
asM∗(Tc) and the entry (the number of observed vehicles) of
an area L ∈ {1, 2, . . . ,Na} and time slot T ∈ {Tc − Nu + 1,
Tc − Nu + 2, . . . ,Tc} is represented as MLT (Tc).
However, in our study,M∗(Tc) can not be always produced

from data observed by probe vehicles by the limited through-
put of the communication network. Therefore, the edge server
estimatesmissing entries ofM∗(Tc) using amachine-learning
method called Matrix Completion (MC), which allows us to
estimate a data matrix from a sampling of its entries using low
rank nature of the data [29]. MC is well used in road-traffic
information delivery [8], [9]. The mathematical expression of
MC is generally given as:

min ‖X‖∗ (7)

subject to Xij = Mij (i, j) ∈ � (8)

where X is the matrix that will be completed. ‖M‖∗ is the
nuclear norm of X and M is correct data matrix. � denotes
the set of sampled entries ofM .

We extended (7) for our simulation as below:

min ‖X(Tc)‖∗ (9)

subject to XLT (Tc) = M∗LT (Tc) (L,T ) ∈ � (10)

where M∗(Tc) is the input matrix used for estimation and
it is available from the aggregated data Dused (Tc) described
in Section III-C by changing the original data form to the
matrix form. Note that when Daggregated (T ,L) = D(T ,L),
M∗(Tc) is completely same as M(Tc). As the difference
between the estimated matrix, X(Tc) and the correct matrix,
M(Tc) becomes smaller, we would say the accuracy of esti-
mation is better.

2) SDN CONTROLLER
The SDN controller is operated with period1d to update the
priority of data pL of ∀ L and inform all of the SDN routers
of it. The important role of the SDN controller is to evaluate
the contribution of each entry of M(Tc), MLT (Tc), to the
estimation of missing entries. As mentioned in Section III-D,
the evaluation is done on an area-by-area basis. AMC, which
was mentioned in Section II, should be used for such eval-
uation [22]–[24]. However, since discussion and implemen-
tation of AMC should be the out of the scope of our paper
for the simplification of research objective, we evaluate the
contribution of each entry in the following way. Algorithm 1
shows the pseudo code for the contribution evaluation in our
simulation. The contribution of each area is calculated by
using the actual matrix at Tc, M∗(Tc) and all the correct
entries, {M1Tc (Tc + 1), . . . ,MNaTc (Tc + 1)}. Although in
reality, the correct entries are not available, we assumed that
they are ideally known. Algorithm 1 inputs the area that con-
tributes to accuracy most toUsedAreas in the greedy manner.
The function in Algorithm 1, Accuracy is the summation of
errors between the estimated and ideal entities at Tc + 1
in the estimation of the matrix shown in Fig. 7. As shown

Algorithm 1 Pseudo Code for Contribution Evaluation in
Simulation
1: Areas← {1, 2, . . . ,Na}
2: UsedAreas← ∅
3: while Areas 6= ∅ do
4: // Accuracy() given by Fig. 7
5: NextArea = argmin L∈Areas Accuracy(UsedAreas⋃

{L})
6: Areas← Areas \ {L}
7: UsedAreas← UsedAreas

⋃
{L}

8: end while
9: return UsedAreas

FIGURE 7. Matrix used for estimation in Accuracy ().

FIGURE 8. Association of access SDN routers with areas.

in this figure, this matrix is composed of the combination
of the actual entries obtained until Tc and only the entries
of UsedAreas and area L in the correct entries at Tc + 1
Finally, this algorithm adopts the order of area that was input
to UsedAreas as the order of the contribution pL .

3) SDN ROUTERS
Fig. 9 shows the network topology in our simulation, which
is composed of probe vehicles, access and intermediate
SDN routers, and the edge server. The number of access
SDN routers is 4, while the number of intermediate SDN
routers NI , which was varied from 0 to 2 as a simulation
parameter. In the network given in Fig. 9, the end-to-end
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FIGURE 9. Simulation topologies. Throughput θ = 4x . (a) Topology 0
(NI = 0). (b) Topology 1 (NI = 1). (c) Topology 2 (NI = 2).

throughput from probe vehicles to the edge server is limited
by the bottleneck links between the last-hop SDN routers
and the edge server. Also, our simulation does not consider
background traffic. Therefore, in our simulation, θ is given
as the sum of the throughputs of those bottleneck links.
Each probe vehicle is associated with one of the access SDN
routers in accordance with its current position as illustrated
in Fig. 8, which depicts the relation between a coordinate and
the access SDN router associated with probe vehicles in the
coordinate.

As described in Section III-D, SDN routers are operated
in accordance with the priority table that is controlled by the
SDN controller. In our simulation, PQ and CBWFQ are con-
sidered as a priority queueingmethod. The numbers of queues
in both methods are commonly set to Nq. Then, function Q,
which is used to assign data obtained from area L to the queue
in accordance with its priority pL , is defined as:

Q(pL) =


1 (1 ≤ pL < d 1

10Nae)
2 (d 1

10Nae ≤ pL < d
1+2
10 Nae)

3 (d 1+210 Nae ≤ pL < d
1+2+3

10 Nae)
4 (otherwise)

(11)

where the priority with the smaller number means the higher
priority. In our simulation, the number of queues, Nq, follows
the reference to the default setting of priority queuing given
by Cisco Systems [30], which is four. Note that PQ always
chooses data to be forwarded next from the queue that has the
highest priority among the queues that are not empty. How-
ever, differently from PQ, CBWFQ gives opportunities to
each queue on the basis of the speed Sq that is predetermined

FIGURE 10. Comparison in mean absolute error of estimation vs.
throughput in topology 0 (NI = 0).

to each queue q = 1, 2, 3, 4, which also follows the reference
setting given by Cisco and is represented as:

{S1, S2, S3, S4} = {
4θ
10
,
3θ
10
,
2θ
10
,
θ

10
} (12)

In our simulation, the capacities of each queue are set unlim-
ited. However, instead of the capacities, we set the deadline of
holding time of data in the queues; old data are deleted every
time the SDN controller updates the priority table.

4) PROBE VEHICLES
In our simulation, the epfl/mobility dataset is also used to
produce movements of probe vehicles. However, only NP
vehicles are picked up as probe vehicle from all of the vehi-
cles. Each probe vehicle senses the range within Rs from it
and observes the number of vehicles in the range. It cumulates
observed data during 1s and immediately sends it to the
access SDN router to which it is connected.

C. METRIC AND BENCHMARK
The Mean Absolute Error (MAE) is utilized for evaluation in
this paper. The MAE is given by [31]:

MAE =

∑Nd
Tc=1

∑Na
L=1 Error(Dused (Tc),L)

NdNa
(13)

=

∑Nd
Tc=1

∑Na
L=1 |XLTc (Tc)−MLTc (Tc)|)

NdNa
(14)

where X(Tc) is the matrix that is estimated for Tc-th
delivering and M(Tc) is the correct data matrix of X(Tc).∑Na

L=1 Error(Dused (Tc),L) corresponds to the objective func-
tion in (2) and denotes the sum of all the absolute errors
at the time of the Tc-th delivering. As mentioned above,
Nd is the number of opportunities of delivering information
during the simulation time. Therefore, the MAE is given by
averaging estimation errors over Nd .
We set two benchmark methods in our performance evalu-

ation: FIFO and RANDOM. In the former, queues in routers
are operated in the first-in first-out manner without any priori-
tization. In the latter, priorities are assigned at random to data
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FIGURE 11. Mean absolute error of estimation vs. throughput in
topologies 0 to 2 (NI = 0, 1, 2). (a) PQ (b) CBWFQ.

though queues are operated on the basis of PQ or CBWFQ
described above.

D. EVALUATION RESULTS
Fig. 10 shows the result of MAE, which was defined in (13),
against the limited throughput θ in topology 0, where the
number of intermediate routers was zero. In Fig. 10, we see
the MAE basically increases as θ decreases in all the meth-
ods. This is obviously because it becomes harder to produce
accurate road-traffic information as a more limited number
of images are received by the edge server. From the figure,
we should highlight that the proposed method with CBWFQ
works well most stably against the wide range of θ . The pro-
posed method with PQworked well for the small throughputs
though it became worse than FIFO for the large throughputs.
In PQ, since queueing is deterministic based on priority, only
data with the highest priority was always transferred, which
increases the redundancy of data received by the edge server
particularly when the throughput is high enough. Finally,
through comparisons with RANDOMwith PQ and CBWFQ,
it has been validated that prioritization based on contribution
to estimation accuracy, which is the key in the proposed
method, works effectively.

Next, we now investigate the effect of the number of inter-
mediate routers on the performance of the proposed method.
Fig. 11 (a) and (b) show the MAE against θ in the proposed
method with PQ and CBWFQ in topologies 0, 1, and 2,
which corresponds to NI = 0, 1, and 2, respectively. In both
methods, the MAE became smallest in the wide range of θ
when NI = 1, followed by NI = 2. As show in Fig. 9, when
NI = 0, since all data eventually passes through only the single
intermediate router, the data is prioritized over different areas
appropriately. However, when NI = 1 or 2, since data from
different areas are distributed to different routes before the
edge server receives them, the prioritization for data between
different areas does not work effectively. Considering the
result in Fig. 10, in which the proposed method with CBWFQ
still works better than the compared methods even when
NI = 0, the result in Fig. 11 suggests that the proposed method
with CBWFQ would work further better than the compared
methods.

V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we proposed a data transfer control method
to deliver highly accurate and fresh urban road-traffic infor-
mation in real time. The proposed system solves the trade-
off between the accuracy and freshness of the delivered
information on the basis of the key idea that data more
‘important’ for the accuracy of information is prioritized
when it is transferred in communication networks. A sim-
ulation is performed to verify that the proposed method
works well to ensure information accuracy while satisfy-
ing freshness requirement. The results indicate that the pro-
posed system can deliver more accurate and fresh data
than the conventional methods, especially under the severe
throughput limitation in communication networks. For a
more practical evaluation, in our future work, we will con-
sider how to implement the proposed system by utiliz-
ing OpenFlow [32] as an SDN platform and AMC as the
method for active learning. We will also consider other
applications and queuing methods than the ones discussed
in this paper and examine the scalability of the proposed
system.
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